
The rise of social media and prevalence of e-commerce 
has created more channels for customers to engage with 
their favorite brands. This has given rise to omnichannel 
marketing, a strategy brands are adopting to interact with 
customers across a wide variety of physical and digital 
interfaces, fostering more meaningful brand loyalty and 
customer satisfaction. Through this approach, companies 
are leveraging tools such as big data analytics, artificial 
intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML), influencer 
marketing and product personalization to drive customer 
engagement and purchase decisions. The cosmetics 

industry serves as a clear example of how omnichannel 
marketing has shifted brand and customer interactions. 
Traditionally, cosmetics brands reached customers in 
stores where they could sample products and purchase 
on-site. However, this paradigm has drastically shifted in 
the past 5 years due to changing consumer needs and 
pandemic related closures of retail outlets, which has 
forced brands to develop new strategic ways to engage 
with their customers. 

Cosmetics brands today must offer both digital and 
physical channels for consumers to interact with their 
products. In the physical world, retailers are now 
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commonly offering experiences leveraging digital 
touchpoints such as interactive catalogs, price-checkers 
and shade matching tools. In the online world, customers 
can partake in webinars, product matching quizzes, and 
engage with beauty influencer content amongst other 
interactive touchpoints. A Harvard Business Review 
article titled, “A Study of 46,000 Shoppers Shows That 
Omnichannel Retailing Works” breaks down the benefits 
of adopting this strategy. According to the article, 
omnichannel cosmetics customers “spent an average of 
4% more on every shopping occasion in the store and 10% 
more online than single-channel customers. Even more 
compelling, with every additional channel they used, the 
shoppers spent more money in the store. Customers who 
used 4+ channels spent 9% more in the store, on average, 
when compared to those who engaged with just one 
channel.” Thus, brands are incentivized to diversify their 
sales and marketing channels to maximize engagement 
and revenue opportunities, whilst catering to the shifting 
needs of their customer. An Executive Director of Global 
Brand Messaging from Origins, a cosmetics company 
focused on providing naturally sourced products, noted 
that customers “are really seeking a 360-shopping 
experience. They might do some initial research or a 
consultation online and then they’ll come into the store so 
they can actually touch and smell the products. Shopping 
and marketing in beauty is fully omnichannel at this point.” 

This shift in consumer purchasing preferences has also 
changed the dynamics of brand and retailer relations. For 
many years, brands relied on retailers and distributors 

(such as Ulta and Sephora) to reach consumers. Ironically, 
these retailers and distributors acted as gatekeepers for 
emerging brands to reach the wide customer audience. 
However, the new market dynamic is rather driven by 
brands having direct-to-consumer (DTC) online channels 
and pivoting to in-person experiences over time. A Growth 
Product Manager at Il Makiage commented that “newer 
players in the industry such as Glossier and Il Makiage 
have sold DTC since their inception.” This yields additional 
benefits as digital channels amass purchasing behavior 
data that can be used to inform precise marketing 
strategies. While retailers can offer relevant purchasing 
behavior data to brands, it is limited when compared 
to data gained through DTC sales. With the growing 
reliance on data to drive decision making, cosmetics 
companies must develop strong data analytics teams to 
optimally translate customer data into effective marketing 
strategies. 
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Developments in Product Personalization 

The proliferation of ecommerce has generated greater 
product innovation through more personalized brand 
and product experiences. Personalization yields higher 
customer satisfaction with product selections as the 
experience allows customers to feel special and valued. 
Growth Product Manager at Il Makiage explains the 
origins of this trend “You see personalization more with 
skincare because everyone’s skin is unique and figuring 
out what works for you is really an individualized journey. 
I think this trend will fully bleed into color cosmetics too 

because once people see the benefits 
of personalization, they will want it 
to extend across all segments.” As 
predicted, the personalization trend 
has already extended beyond skincare, 
as brands are now offering customers 
personalization through custom 
formulations and shades.  

Consultations with beauty experts, AI 
driven product matching quizzes and 
virtual try on tools are already helping 
tailor products to unique customer 
needs. Newer brands such as Atolla 
have had success structuring their 
entire business model around the 
personalization trend. Lexy Lebsack of 
Allure details how “Atolla collects its 

data points through a quiz that covers the participant’s 
skin goals and history, allergies, current product routine, 
medications, and lifestyle. Its algorithm then compares 
your data to other users who have similar skin concerns — 
seeing what worked for them — and scans for ingredient 
conflicts in your routine before generating a customized 
serum.” Customization-focused company Function of 
Beauty was so impressed by the capabilities of Atolla’s 
algorithm that they identified it as a key driver for the 
acquisition of the brand in August 2021. Traditional 
retailers are now following suit and attempting to 
capitalize on AI and ML driven digital tools to heighten 



personalization services for their customers. Highlighted 
in an article titled “Four Trends in Omnichannel Beauty 
Retail for 2021” MAC opened a so-called innovation lab to 
enable customers to discover their style. The piece details 
how MAC uses “16 virtual mirrors enabling customers 
to experiment with different looks, and a station 
designed for shoppers to create their own eyeshadow 
palettes (complete with personalized stickers).” While 
these technologies are nascent with plenty of room for 
improvement, brands are continuing to develop their 
capabilities in this area to capture the growing demand.

Success Factors in Direct-to-Consumer 

The rise of the online beauty community has significantly 
increased consumer education and product engagement 
and continues to have a notable impact on which brands 
emerge successful. Since the early 2010’s, beauty content 
creators posting makeup tutorials and product reviews 
have started to amass large followings and a trusting 
relationship with their followers. These creators are 
perceived as cosmetics experts with an authentic and 
unbiased view catered towards the average consumer. 
Because these creators engage so intimately with 
their audience, their reviews have begun to have a 
significant impact on cosmetics sales. “When asked where 
[consumers] seek information about beauty products 
prior to purchasing them, social media influencers ranked 
highest at nearly 67 percent, followed by third-party 
product reviews at 59 percent, and beauty professionals 
at 55 percent,” according to a 2019 Harvard Business 

School report. The article also states that “company 
advertisements ranked much lower at 44 percent, 
and public figures and celebrities garnered only 34 
percent.” This marks a shift in marketing strategy in the 
cosmetics industry, which heavily relied upon traditional 
television advertising in the past. Many of these Beauty 
YouTubers, such as Jeffree Star and Huda Kattan were 
able to capitalize on their popularity by releasing their 
own cosmetics brands. The online beauty community 
now extends across several social media platforms, with 
a particularly robust presence on TikTok, Instagram, 
and YouTube. The TikTok beauty community has grown 
enormously powerful, as viral TikTok videos have caused 
products such as the Charlotte Tilbury contour wand to 
sell out for months, according to a Yahoo article reporting 
on the hysteria. However, brands must be wary of how 
their products are perceived by influencers, as they also 
have the power to direct negative attention towards 
brands for a multitude of reasons, such as problematic 
ingredients, poor product quality, and a lack of inclusivity. 

While large influencers dominate social media channels, 
partnering with so-called micro influencers (influencers 
with fewer than 100K followers) can be a more cost-
effective option for brands looking to grow their exposure. 
A Manager of Site Content and Production at Blue Mercury 
explains that “with influencer marketing we have found 
greater success on the local level. Smaller influencers 
really interact with their followers, you might even run into 
them in real life. Because of that increased intimacy, they 
are more likely to push their followers over the purchase 



barrier, and their reviews feel more authentic.” Micro 
influencers tend to have higher consumer engagement 
with their posts in proportion to larger influencers, and 
engagement is one of the most important metrics brands 
evaluate when deciding which influencers to partner 
with. Smaller influencers also have more niche followings, 
which helps brands reach a wider audience that larger 
influencers do not target. Due to the efficacy of marketing 
through micro influencers, there are many online services 
that facilitate partnerships between companies and micro 
influencers, such as Upfluence, and Ubiquitous. Micro 
influences are an ideal partner for social media marketing 

because they are significantly less 
expensive to partner with than 
celebrities or larger influencers.  

Maximizing Growth 
Opportunities

The Harvard Business Review shopping 
study describes how “traditional 
retailers with physical stores will do 
better not only by leveraging the 
power of the online world, but also 
by synchronizing the physical and the 
digital worlds to provide shoppers with 
a seamless, multi-channel experience 
that online pure plays simply cannot 
match.” The cosmetics industry is no 
exception. A 2021 McKinsey report 

on the fashion industry estimates that “online sales will 
account for 23 percent of the beauty market by 2022 
and will become the most important channel by 2024.” 
Traditional cosmetics retailers should make it a priority 
to build out their digital experiences, while newer DTC 
players should consider offering their products in a 
brick-and-mortar setting. Digital prioritization is critically 
important for companies that are not digitally native and 
primarily rely on brick-and-mortar sales. Although online 
sales are growing at a faster rate, most cosmetics sales still 
occur in-person, and disregarding the value of this channel 
would be unwise. Moreover, while AI that enables virtual 



try-ons and shade matching have significantly improved 
in recent years, they still fail to replicate the experience 
of testing a product in-person. Evaluating products in-
person enables customers to ensure that they are getting 
the perfect shade match and allows them to evaluate the 
texture and smell of products, which cannot be done using 
online tools.

There are many creative ways to offer in-person 
engagement opportunities without heavily investing in 
brick-and-mortar infrastructure. For example, DTC giant 
Glossier previously addressed customer demand for an in-
person presence by opening a series of seasonal pop-up 
stores in major cities across the U.S. and Europe. Glossier 
also announced in July 2022 that they will begin offering 
their products in Sephora early next year. While this move 
might suggest that the brand was starting to suffer due 
to their lack of a comprehensive omnichannel strategy, it 
also highlights the market power DTC brands wield with 
audience engagement. As companies build their followers, 
they can leverage that audience to find placements 
at retailers who might not have considered carrying 
their products otherwise. Digitally native brands that 

gain popularity will need to engage or develop physical 
channels to realize their full growth potential.

Ultimately, all cosmetics companies must invest in 
developing an omnichannel marketing approach, as 
doing so maximizes the ability to capture consumer 
attention and maintain brand loyalty in a crowded market. 
Innovation of virtual products, customer purchasing 
data and increasingly engaging in-person experiences at 
retailers enables brands to be successful in the strategies 
they adopt. Therefore, brands that fail to develop an 
omnichannel approach will struggle to remain competitive 
in a dynamic market with constantly shifting customer 
expectations.

BroadBranch Advisors has extensive experience assisting 
customers in go-to-market strategies, competitive 
benchmarking and capturing growth potential. If you 
are considering ways to improve these aspects of your 
business, reach out to one of our Partners, Courtney Matson 
(courtney@brbradv.com) or Greg Thompson (greg@brbradv.
com) to learn how we can help.
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